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 Ecology, 67(1), 1986, pp. 223-239
 ? 1986 by the Ecological Society of America

 SYMMETRY, CHANGE, PERTURBATION, AND
 OBSERVING MODE IN NATURAL COMMUNITIES1

 Patricia A. Lane

 Department of Biology, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 4J1, Canada and
 Department of Population Sciences, Harvard School ofPurVc Health, Harvard University,

 Boston, Massachusetts 02115 USA

 Abstract. Like a kaleidoscope, nature presents contir *ously fleeting images of natural commu?
 nities. It has been difficult to discern patterns of comr .nity structure in these elusive images. For
 both theoretical and applied considerations, however, iiolistic ecosystem properties need to be iden?
 tified and quantified. An analogy of a kaleidoscope is used here to describe symmetry, change, and
 perturbation in the plankton community of Delaware Bay. Notions of symmetry are used extensively
 by physicists but much less so by biologists. For the ecological application given here, symmetry
 involves the notion of internal order and invariant pattern within the structure of natural communities.
 The concept of core structure is introduced to illustrate the inherent symmetry of plankton communities
 arising from consistent linkages and feedback relationships. The core is determined by using the most
 prevalent variables and links of a series of individual loop diagrams, each describing the community
 at a given point in time, to form a summary or composite model. Change refers to the seasonal
 alterations in community structure, whereas perturbation involves the source and entry location of
 environmental variation to the community network. Observing mode includes both the intrinsic
 (biological intuition) and extrinsic (loop analysis) models an observer uses to characterize symmetry,
 change, and perturbation.

 Loop analysis was used to model the Delaware Bay plankton community at 12 dates in an annual
 cycle. Loop diagrams consist of qualitative network models based on positive, negative, or zero
 interactions between variables in a pair for all pairs of variables. The fit of models to the data using
 the directed change technique resulted in 95% agreement. The core structure contained 18 variables
 in a three-tiered configuration with distinct subsystems of predators and small-sized algae and their
 associated herbivores. There were 3 nutrient, 5 algae, and 10 zooplankton variables in the core structure.
 It is proving to be consistent for several other marine communities. Various network properties related
 to community structure and stability were computed for the networks. The mean loop length varied
 from 1.6 to 2.8 variables for the individual networks; a network consisted of 22-31 loops of various
 lengths. Connectance ranged from 14 to 18%. The individual networks were stable; however, the
 stability of the core structure was questionable. The uniqueness problem, or verification of the single
 best-fit model, is presented as a concern central to all types of ecosystem modelling. The notion of
 three different-sized loop universes (sets of loop models) is introduced to illustrate one approach to
 this problem.

 Key words: community structure; connectivity; Delaware Bay; food-web models; loop analysis;
 marine plankton; qualitative modelling; stability; symmetry.

 Introduction

 In 1817, Sir David Brewster patented the kaleido-
 scope as we know it today. Since then it has fascinated
 several generations of pattern watchers. The name ka-
 leidoscope comes from the Greek and can be roughly
 translated as an instrument for showing (scope) beau-
 tiful (kalos) forms (eidos). It works on the principle of
 multiple reflection using mirrors along the length of
 the tube. When an observer looks into the tube he sees

 a dazzling variety of circular patterns which are ar-
 ranged into submultiples of four right angles.

 Nature is analogous to a kaleidoscope in that it pre-
 sents an endless variety of species combinations and
 interactions (Fig. 1). In the study reported here, this
 analogy is used to illustrate the structure and stability
 of a marine plankton community. No analogy is ever
 perfect or complete since there is not a one-to-one

 1 Manuscript received 2 May 1984; accepted 1 November
 1984; final version received 8 August 1985.

 correspondence between the real system requiring ex-
 planation and the analogous model. Analogies can be
 useful, however, if the model-system correspondences
 are explicit. Four aspects of this analogy will be em-
 phasized: symmetry, change, perturbation, and ob-
 serving mode. These terms are used in specific ways
 as defined here.

 The dictionary defines symmetry as "correspon?
 dence in size, shape and relative position of parts that
 are on opposite sides of a dividing line or median plane"
 (Webster's New International Dictionary 1961). This
 is geometric symmetry. It is illustrated in Fig. 1. A
 secondary definition involves the beauty of form aris-
 ing from the harmony of balanced proportions. In sci?
 ence, however, the notion of symmetry implies much
 more than these dictionary definitions. Physicists use
 the concept of symmetry in several contexts, such as
 charge symmetry referring to an antiworld and mirror
 symmetry involving a temporal dimension (Weisskoff
 1969). They describe a deep degree of symmetry among
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 Fig. 1. A plankton kaleidoscope featuring Acartia, a dom?
 inant copepod genus, and several phytoplankton species found
 in Delaware Bay. The type of pattern illustrated here is termed
 geometric symmetry.

 the forces of nature and often use the terms in variance

 and symmetry interchangeably (Weinberg 1977). In
 this context, symmetry means a type of internal order,
 a constancy or invariance in the state of a system in
 space, in time, and/or in abstraction. Symmetry is used
 in this paper as a partial synonym for community struc?
 ture. It includes the general area of community de-
 scriptors but it adds a meaning of balance or internal
 order with some unspecified structural constraints on
 the interactions of the parts.

 Nature's kaleidoscope does not hold still; it presents
 us with a continuous procession of images. Change is
 normal and ubiquitous in ecosystems and it encom-
 passes a rich diversity of biological phenomena. A
 manufactured kaleidoscope has only so many bits of
 red, blue, and green glass, which form the patterns.
 Even though there is a bewildering array of images, the
 number of patterns is constrained. By analogy, some
 ecologists have expressed the intuitive notion that there
 must be constraints on ecosystem pattern and behav?
 ior. Despite these constraints, it is unlikely a single
 model can capture the essence of symmetry in a natural
 community. Thus, change is used here to emphasize
 that a set of models may be needed to represent dif?
 ferences in state description from one time to the next.

 Environmental variation or perturbation affects the
 symmetry reflected in the various states of an ecosys?
 tem. Perturbation is related to change of state since it
 usually forces the change. When a kaleidoscope is
 turned, the perturbation results in a change in the sym-
 metrical images. A perturbation or driving force to an
 ecological network can initially affect any variable and

 then feed through the system to affect all other vari?
 ables. Unlike a manufactured kaleidoscope, which
 undergoes only one type of perturbation, ecosystems
 are subject to many different kinds of stresses, which
 may operate simultaneously.

 To describe the pattern of a kaleidoscope image im-
 plies that there is an observer. Observers are not iden-
 tical beings nor do they have identical perceptions. It
 is becoming increasingly apparent that all observers
 have and use intrinsic and extrinsic model systems that
 greatly affect their observations. Biological intuition
 can be considered equivalent to what is termed here
 the intrinsic model system. The extrinsic model system
 used for this study is loop analysis, a qualitative net?
 work technique. This methodology was developed by
 Levins (1973, 1975) and applied to aquatic commu?
 nities by Lane and Levins (1977) and Lane (1982).
 Mason (1953) used a similar type of theory for prob?
 lems in electrical engineering.

 Purpose

 The purpose of this study is to demonstrate how loop
 analysis can be used to characterize (1) community
 structure (symmetry), (2) shifts in community patterns
 over an annual cycle (change), (3) type and input lo?
 cation of environmental variation to the communities

 (perturbation), and (4) general features of applying the
 methodology and interpreting results (observing mode).
 An intuitive description of how loop analysis works is
 also given. Improved community descriptions through
 loop analysis may help to resolve many questions in
 theoretical ecology as well as to improve current meth?
 ods of environmental impact assessment.

 Methods

 Details of the theory of loop analysis are omitted
 here and only a brief summary is given. See Levins
 (1973, 1975) or Lane and Levins (1977) for the math?
 ematical formalism.2

 For a system with n components that are represented
 by the n system variables xl9 x2, ... , xn or by the n
 graph nodes 1 to n, the community matrix is defined
 to be the ?-order matrix of elements atj as follows:

 atJ = +1 if a positive link (-+) exists from node j
 to node i,

 atj = -1 if a negative link (?o) exists from node j
 to node i,

 ay = 0 if no link exists from j to i.

 2 See also ESA Supplementary Publication Service Docu-
 ment No. 8525 for 55 pages of supplementary material on
 the theory of loop analysis and the preparation of data for
 loop modelling. Part A of this document consists of 28 pages
 of material by J. A. Wright and P. A. Lane on the theoretical
 underpinnings of loop analysis. For a copy of the document,
 contact the author or order from the Ecological Society of
 America, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853-2701
 USA.
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 The stability to perturbation of this system can be
 predicted by the feedback (Ek) at each level, k, from 1
 to n. This is defined by the formula

 Fk = (-\)m+lL(m,k),

 where L(m,k) represents the product of the elements
 along any set of m disjunct loops (i.e., closed pathways
 that have no variables in common) that span or visit
 exactly k variables of the n possible. Each of the k
 variables will be included once and only once by one
 of the loops. The sum is over all such spanning sets of
 disjunct loops, and m refers to the number of loops in
 each set.

 Stability criteria are as follows:

 1) if the system is stable, the overall feedback, Fn,
 will be negative; note that Fn = (-\)nDn where
 Dn is the determinant of the community matrix;

 2) if all n feedbacks at levels 1 through n are not
 negative, the system may not be stable; and

 3) if for the feedbacks at the first three levels the
 Routh-Hurwitz condition FXF2 + F3 > 0 does
 not hold, the system will be unstable.

 When a positive parameter input at a given variable
 j causes that variable's growth function to increase, the
 direction of change in the level of each system variable
 / is the community effect Eu and is given by the formula

 Ey = 2 P^Fn_k[comp\ P^]/Fn,

 where P^ is the algebraic product of elements along
 a simple, open path from node j to node /; k refers to
 the length of the path, i.e., its number of variables.
 Fn_k[comp\ Pi/k)] is the feedback of the order n - k
 submatrix formed by omitting the variables on the path
 Pi/k) from the system by removing corresponding rows
 and columns from the community matrix. The resul-
 tant submatrix is referred to as the path complement
 and the feedback term as the complement feedback. A
 complement must be nonzero for a given path to op-
 erate in the network. Nonzero feedbacks are termed

 valid complements, and paths with valid complements
 are termed valid paths. The summation is over all such
 valid paths from j to / and, as before, Fn refers to the
 overall system feedback. The community effect E0 is
 also termed the model-directed change prediction.

 Note that since it is assumed in parameter input
 analysis that the system is in steady state, it can be
 further assumed that Fn is negative. Also note that F0 =
 -1 and P?(1) = 1 by definition. This is to make certain
 special cases fit the formula as written.

 Some examples

 Four closely related sample systems are shown as
 loop diagrams in Fig. 2A-D. The associated commu?
 nity matrices and predictions of community effects are
 given in Table 1. These examples are discussed in detail
 to illustrate the underlying intuition of loop analysis

 ^n)d--(AE)>?*{h)o-^((T?

 ?(AE)o--^(H^)o-?!

 Fig. 2. Four sample aquatic ecosystems with four trophic
 levels. N is a nutrient pool, and AE and Al are populations
 of edible and inedible algae, respectively. H and C are her?
 bivore and carnivore populations, respectively.

 and how the mathematics can be translated into ecol?

 ogy. Fig. 2A is a four-variable system structured as
 four trophic levels so that each variable except the first
 is a consumer of the one that precedes it, and each
 variable except the last is a resource of the one that
 follows it. Variable N represents the concentration of
 a nutrient pool. Its self-damping would be the result
 of (1) an independent rate of input that is not related
 to its current concentration and (2) a rate of consump?
 tion by algae that is proportional to nutrient concen?
 tration. Generally, the lowest trophic levels represented
 in loop diagrams are self-damped, as are all abiotic
 variables that are not self-reproducing (Lane and Lev?
 ins 1977). In Fig. 2A, the nutrient is consumed by an
 edible algal group (AE). AE is eaten by herbivore H.
 Finally, the herbivore is consumed by a carnivore (C)
 that is also self-damped. For biotic, self-reproducing
 variables, self-damping can arise from any of a number
 of biological mechanisms, such as cannibalism for C
 in Fig. 2A or self-shading or self-poisoning of algal
 species.

 Each of these variables is modelled as an interacting
 component of a system. In reality, each component
 might include a single species or a group of similarly
 functioning species. Components may also represent
 nutrients or nutrient complexes. In the analysis, each
 of these components is represented by a variable that
 measures the total abundance ofthe given species group
 or total concentration for a nutrient variable.

 Were this a real-world system, it would be necessary
 to justify the isolation of these components as a closed
 system. Thus, it is assumed that (1) nutrient (N) is the
 sole requirement of and consumed solely by algae (AE)
 or (2) any other consumers or resources are held at a
 constant level or (3) changes in any components ofthe
 ecosystem not included in the model occur at a rate so
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 Table 1. Community matrix and predictions of community effects for the four sample loop diagrams (A-D) shown in Fig.
 2.* For community effects, predictions are read across rows for each parameter input.

 * Abbreviations as in Fig. 2 legend.
 t The community matrix is defined as the ?-order matrix of elements atj, where au equals +1 if a positive link (-

 ists from node j to node /', -1 if a negative link (?o) exists from j to /, and zero if no link exists from j to /.
 % Positive (+), negative (-), or zero; ? = ambiguous prediction.

 *) ex-

 slow compared to the time frame of the interactions
 depicted that they can be considered as system param?
 eters.

 The determinant of matrix A in Table 1 is 2 and

 since it is of even order, the feedback is ?2. Thus,
 there is no immediate indication of instability. There
 are five loops (Fig. 2A) and they are all negative. Two
 are self-damped loops of length (=level) 1: from N to
 itself and from C to itself. (Loop level or length refers
 to the number of variables included in the loop.) The
 other three are the consumer-resource loops of length
 2: between N and AE, AE and H, and H and C. The
 self-damping loops are obviously negative whereas the
 length-2 loops are all composed of a positive consumer
 link and a negative resource link, which have a negative
 product.

 The feedback at level 1 is the sum of the self-damping
 terms. These are the only one-variable submatrices that
 have any loops; therefore Fx = ?2. The feedback at
 level two consists of three negative terms coming from
 the consumer-resource loops plus one more negative
 term that is the product of the two self-damping loops
 times ? 1 (because there were two of them; remember
 the [?l]m+1 factor in the feedback formula, where m

 is the number of loops in the product). Thus, F2= ?4.
 In total, there are four sets of disjunct loops contrib-
 uting to feedback at level 3, and they are all negative.
 Each set includes a self-damping loop times one ofthe
 two consumer-resource loops in which the self-damped
 variable does not occur, multiplied by ? 1 because there
 are two loops in the set. F3 = -4.

 The feedback at level 4, which is the overall feed?
 back, has two terms, both negative. One is the product
 of three negative loops (the two self-damping terms
 and the intermediate algae-herbivore loop) times +1
 since the number of loops is odd. The other is the
 product ofthe N-AE loop and the H-C loop, times -1
 for two loops. That the feedback at all levels is negative
 implies that at steady state the system is stable to any
 perturbations. Thus, any changes to a system variable
 will be absorbed and damped out by the rest of the
 system.

 Negative loops, especially short ones, tend to im-
 prove the stability of a system. Self-damping terms
 naturally tend to absorb changes in variable levels, so
 long as the variable's intrinsic growth rate or rate of
 input to the system is not permanently changed. Re-
 source-consumer loops are also damping. If a resource
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 level temporarily increases, then its consumer will en-
 joy a brief period of prosperity during which its growth
 function will increase from its steady state or zero value
 and its level will increase. The increased numbers of

 consumers, however, will produce a decrease in the
 resource back to its original level or lower; this will
 make the growth function of the consumer negative so
 that the level of consumers returns to normal. De-

 pending on the strength of the interactions and the time
 lags involved, this damping may be either asymptotic
 or oscillatory. Likewise, should the level of consumer
 temporarily rise, it will be stabilized by the resource.

 When these resource-consumer loops are chained
 into a trophic series, they still form a stable unit, as in
 this example. For the system of Fig. 2A, an increase
 at a variable will cause temporary growth increases up
 the chain and decreases down the chain. The increased

 consumption from above and decreased resource levels
 from below, however, will quickly act to normalize the
 level of the variable and eventually the whole system.
 These effects may be weakened over long chains. In
 this example, stability is improved by the self-damping
 terms at either end. The feedback at various levels can

 be used to determine whether the system is stable in
 regard to short- or long-term mechanisms, and the terms
 of the feedback levels can be examined to determine

 which links are involved in the stabilizing loops.
 In Fig. 2B the variable Al (inedible algae) has been

 added as a second algae group that consumes nutrient
 N. In Fig. 2C this variable is also self-damped. In both
 cases, feedbacks at all levels are augmented by negative
 terms resulting from extra negative loops. In the case
 of Fig. 2B the overall feedback is ? 1 (the determinant
 is also ? 1 since this is an odd-order system) while for
 Fig. 2C it is ?3. The extra two terms in the case of
 Fig. 2C involve the self-damped Al demonstrating the
 ability of self-damping to improve system stability.

 Parameter inputs and community effects

 As opposed to perturbations, which are temporary
 changes in variable levels with no change in the in-
 trinsic growth functions, a parameter change is a per-
 manent change in the growth rate of one or more vari?
 ables. Such a change may be caused by some external
 factor, such as an increased flow of nutrient or an in?
 crease of temperature or light favoring plant growth,
 or by another species group in the ecosystem that affects
 one or more of the system variables but is not directly
 affected by the community, at least in a commensurate
 time frame (e.g., increased hunting by humans). Such
 changes may cause the levels of some or all system
 variables to be permanently altered, that is, the steady
 state may move. The community effect formula from
 loop analysis indicates, for an increased growth rate of
 any one variable, in what direction the steady-state
 level of any other system variable, or of itself, is likely
 to move. Also, the number of pathways that lead to,
 respectively, an increase or a reduction in steady-state

 levels can be determined. The community effect from
 an input variable to an affected variable is the summed
 effect over all pathways from input to affected vari?
 ables. The effect over a given pathway is the product
 ofthe links on the path times the ratio ofthe feedback
 of the path complement to the feedback of the whole
 system. The feedback ratio indicates how the system
 may absorb or reverse the effects of a given path.

 In Fig. 2A a positive parameter input at variable N
 causes an increase in the levels of all system variables.
 An input to AE, perhaps because of increased light
 improving plant growth, increases levels of H and C,
 both of which directly or indirectly use AE as a re?
 source. The levels of N, however, are reduced by in?
 creased consumption by AE. An input to H, perhaps
 because of a more favorable temperature, increases
 levels of C and decreases levels of resource AE. The

 reduced levels of AE, however, allow levels of N to
 increase. Finally, an input to carnivore C, perhaps be?
 cause of reduced pressure from human hunters, reduces
 H and N but increases AE.

 If there is an input to both AE and H, the combined
 effects are additive. Levels of H and C are clearly in?
 creased. The increased growth of AE, however, is offset
 by the increased consumption of H and the resultant
 community effect is ambiguous. That is, without mea?
 suring the interaction rates both ways, even the direc?
 tion ofthe community effect cannot be predicted. Also
 since the level of N depends on AE, it also will be
 ambiguous.

 In Fig. 2B, the links to variable AE cause some path?
 ways to have no valid complement. In particular, for
 any path involving N but not Al, Al will be in an
 invalid complement causing the feedback to be zero.
 In effect, the negative loop between N and Al with Al
 undamped acts like a second self-damping loop on N.
 Thus, the level of N cannot be changed by parameter
 inputs except at Al, because the effects of changes in
 the growth rate of N are absorbed by changes in the
 level of AL

 An input at AE causes increased competition with
 Al for resource N. Levels of Al tend to decrease so

 that levels of N remain the same. Levels of AE, H, and
 C increase as before. An input at H reduces the level
 of AE, which allows the level of Al to increase to take
 up the excess N. Since H is damped by loops with C
 and AE, its level is unchanged, as is that of C. Similarly,
 input at C will not reduce the level of H, since the
 effects of increased consumption on H are offset by
 increased resource levels for AE. As with the other

 inputs, this increase of AE forces a reduced level of AL
 Finally, an input at Al increases its own level, since it
 is not damped, and reduces N. This, in turn, reduces
 AE, H, and C.

 In Fig. 2C, Al is self-damped. Since the level of Al
 is more controlled, the level of N is not as heavily
 damped. When Al is in a complement without N, it
 has its own self-damping loop to keep it stable. Thus,
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 this system behaves more like the system in Fig. 2A.
 An input at N increases all levels in the system, as its
 simple pathways would imply. An input at H increases
 H itself and C, but reduces AE. This allows N and Al
 to increase. An input at C increases C itself, reduces
 H, increases AE, and reduces N and Al. Finally, an
 input at Al increases Al itself but reduces levels in the
 rest of the system, as in Fig. 2B.

 In Fig. 2D, the algal species Al interferes in some
 way with the growth of carnivore C, perhaps by pro?
 ducing a toxic substance. The determinant of this com?
 munity matrix is 0, implying at best a neutral stability.
 The graph for this community differs from that of Fig.
 2B in having a positive loop of length 5 involving all
 variables in the system. This results in a positive feed?
 back term at level 5, which balances the negative term
 that was present in the previous diagram. Basically,
 the destabilizing effects of the long positive loop in?
 volving Al tend to be counteracted by the negative or
 damping effects of the trophic chain from N to C in?
 volving AE and H. Depending on the actual interaction
 strengths, either condition may predominate. If they
 are exactly equal, the condition of neutral stability, as
 described above, exists.

 Because of this ambiguity, the predicted effects of
 parameter changes are also ambiguous; however, that
 an affected variable will not change can be predicted
 with certainty. Ambiguous results, recorded as ques?
 tion marks in the prediction table, result from either
 multiple paths or complements having opposite signs
 for a particular calculation of Etj. The sign of any di-
 rected changes, however, depends on whether the sys?
 tem is actually in the stable or unstable region. On the
 assumption that the system is stable, a parameter input
 at N causes no change at N, as in Fig. 2B, but rather
 causes an increase of Al, which is itself undamped. As
 before, pathways from N to itself or to other variables
 in the trophic chain leading to C are not valid because
 of the undamped Al, which absorbs any increased in?
 put of N. The increased level of Al, through its negative
 pathway to C, causes some differences with the system
 of Fig. 2B. Not surprisingly, the level of C decreases;
 however, its reduced pressure on H tends to be com-
 pensated for by a reduced level of AE, corresponding
 to the greater competition from Al for N. Thus, it is
 counterintuitively predicted that an input of N will
 actually reduce the level of its consumer AE. This pre?
 diction results from the negative pathway from N to
 AE through Al and the undampedness of Al, which
 results in a zero feedback for the direct path from N
 to AE.

 In the case of an input to AE, the results are very
 much the same as for Fig. 2B. There are tendencies to
 increase for AE, H, and C, while any level change at
 N is prevented by its damping loop with AE. In this
 case, the level of Al decreases to balance the increase
 of competitor AE. This benefits C, which in turn tends
 to reduce the level of H. Whether there is an increase

 at H depends on (1) the balance of interaction strengths
 in the direct negative pathway from AE vs. the indirect
 negative pathway via Al and (2) the assumption that
 the system actually preserves its steady state.

 The effects of a parameter input at H in Fig. 2B would
 be entirely absorbed by a decrease in AE, which would
 result in an increase for Al. In Fig. 2D the increased
 Al causes a decrease in the level at C, but the effects
 of this on H remain damped by the loop with AE. The
 effects of a parameter input at C in Fig. 2B are similarly
 damped by AE, which would increase, and Al, which
 would decrease. The direct path from Al to C in Fig.
 2D only encourages further increase in C.

 Finally, in Fig. 2B, an input at Al contributes to an
 increase in its own level and, not surprisingly, a de?
 crease through the trophic chain from N to C. The
 extra pathway in Fig. 2D creates a further tendency to
 reduce the level of C. This in turn creates tendencies

 to increase H, decrease AE, and increase N, which
 causes the overall effects for N and H to be ambiguous,
 depending on the actual strengths of the links.

 Network properties and stability measures

 A set of loop models is summarized by variable,
 links, and parameter inputs to determine the dominant
 or core network ofthe ecosystem. The core diagram is
 a composite network formed from the most prevalent
 linkages in the individual models. In the example ana?
 lyzed in Results, there were 12 model diagrams, each
 based on data collected on a single date of an annual
 cycle. The following criteria were used in constructing
 the core diagram: links had to be present in more than
 one diagram and pairs of variables in more than two
 diagrams to be included in the core structure. A link
 was drawn as a solid line if it occurred in >50% ofthe

 diagrams in which its connecting variables co-oc-
 curred. Dashed lines indicated interactions that oc?

 curred in 33.3-50% ofthe cases of variable co-occur-

 rence. Although a loop diagram for a single date can
 appear to have missing links, the core structure for an
 annual cycle probably represents the bulk of important
 relationships among these variables fairly well.

 Network properties are characterized and stability
 calculations are made on both the individual loop
 models and the core. They include the number of each
 type of link; distribution of loops by level, where level
 is equal to the number of variables (1 to n) in the loops;
 total number of loops per network; analysis of feedback
 of the whole network {Fn); percent connectance (%C);
 and connectivity {B). Several of these measures are
 apparent by inspection ofthe loop diagrams. The num?
 ber of feedback terms at level k is equal to the number
 of subproducts of determinants of matrices of k vari?
 ables. Percent connectance is calculated as:

 %C= I/V2,

 where V is the number of nodes or variables and / is

 the number of one-way interactions or links, including
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 self-damping terms. A predator-prey relationship would
 have an L value of 2. Thus, %C is the percentage of
 nonzero elements in the community matrix. Connec-
 tivity (B) = IIV; it is the average number of inputs or
 outputs per node.

 Loop universes

 In any system of analysis where a model is developed
 and used to predict the behavior of a system, it is of
 interest to know how many different models could pos-
 sibly fit the system, and how many of them would make
 the same predictions. This is called the uniqueness
 problem and is directly related to model validation and
 verification. It can then be asked which of the models

 best fits the system and makes the most accurate pre?
 dictions.

 Calculations of how many loop models are possible
 for a given size system (that is, a particular number of
 variables) with similar characteristics (patterns of links)
 can be made. These are referred to as the universes of

 the system model and can be considered as concentric
 subsets; the diameter of the subset depends upon how
 many constraints are applied (that is, how closely the
 possible systems must match the given ideal system).
 Three universes are described here: macro-, meso-, and
 micro-universes (MA, ME, and Ml, respectively; see
 Fig. 3).

 The largest possible number of signed digraphs of a
 given size is termed the macro-universe. All other uni?
 verses are subsets of this. For a system of n nodes,
 there are n(n ? l)/2 pairs of nodes and since each pair
 can have either of two kinds of links (+ or ?) or no
 link (0) in either direction, each pair has nine possi-
 bilities. In addition, each node can be linked to itself
 positively, negatively, or not at all, assuming we allow
 self-enhancing variables to exist. Allowing three pos-
 sibilities for each node, there are 9?(?-0/2.3/1 possi-
 bilities in all. Note that this is equivalent to the number
 of possible square matrices of order n where there are
 three possible values for each element: 3("2).

 It can be seen that even for relatively small orders,
 the number of possible systems in the macro-universe
 is staggering. A vast number of these, however, will be
 "biologically unreasonable" (Lawlor 1978). That is,
 they will contain links that could not exist in a real-
 world system. On mathematical grounds, the following
 could be excluded: (1) self-enhancing variables; (2) all
 unstable systems; (3) all systems that contain subsys-
 tems not linked to the rest of the system; and (4) all
 systems that contain variables that are identical to oth?
 er variables or to a combination of other variables.

 Finally, if we characterized the system variables ac?
 curately, we would know which variable pairs could
 not possibly be linked and what links out of the nine
 potential ones were possible for a given pair. Different
 constraints and combinations of constraints create

 overlapping and/or concentric sets of possible net-

 UNSTABLE

 Macro-universe

 Meso-universe

 Stability
 boundary

 Fig. 3. Schematic representation of loop universes. The
 wavy line delineating the meso-universe indicates that its
 exact location is unknown. The location of the stability
 boundary is also unknown.

 works, which are referred to as meso-universes. Their
 calculation is beyond the scope of this paper.

 For a set of graphs constructed on a single ecosystem,
 the number of link types for each node pair is summed
 and these sums are multipled over all node pairs. The
 resultant value is termed the micro-universe. It rep?
 resents the number of possible networks for the eco?
 system given that each link type observed is indepen?
 dent of every other one. This essentially represents an
 exploration ofthe network space around the core struc?
 ture. It can be expressed as

 1(mi+fci). 2(^2 + ^2). 3"*3. m m # .9^9

 where mk is the number of node pairs that had k dif?
 ferent combinations of links in the given set of graphs.
 mx includes the number of node pairs that were un-
 linked in all graphs and n x is the number of variables
 that were either self-damped or self-reproducing in all
 graphs, whereas n2 is the number that exhibited both
 conditions. Note that

 X mk = n{n - l)/2 and nx + n2 = n.

 Where there are nodes that appear in some but not all
 of the graphs, they are added to the remaining graphs
 as unlinked nodes. As more networks are included in

 the micro-universe calculation, its size will approach
 that of the meso-universe. Ml*, ME*, and MA* indi?
 cate universes of stable networks.

 Computation

 Most of the computer software has been specially
 designed for this methodology; however, SPSS version
 8.3 (Hull and Nie 1981) on Dalhousie University's
 mainframe CDC CYBER 170-730 was used for pre-
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 1. 19 July I974

 PATRICIA A. LANE

 2. I August I974

 Ecology, Vol. 67, No. 1

 3. 21 August 1974

 ^>?#>

 y>?^^

 4. 17 September 1974

 ?Si)>-*/A&-^

 5. 15 October 1974

 43i>-^u

 6. 30 October 1974

 7. 14 November 1974  8. 13 December 1974

 ^-(*3> fo

 9. 16 January 1975

 ^Si>-^A,>-^Z /

 O(-) +(0)

 10. 9 March I975  11. 9 May I975  12. 28 May I975

 Fig. 4. Loop diagrams for 12 dates over the 1974-1975 annual cycle in Delaware Bay. Sl = silicate, N, = N/P ratio, N2 =
 organic nutrients, A, = diatoms, A2 = dinoflagellates, A3 = luxury-consuming diatoms, A4 = small flagellates, A5 = miscel-
 laneous algal groups, Z, = copepod adults 1, Z2 = immature copepods, Z3 = copepod adults 2, Z4 = cladocerans, O =
 Oikopleura sp., C = cirripeds, P = polychaete larvae, PC = P + C, M = mollusc larvae, MD = medusae, D = decapods, and
 S = Sagitta spp. Parameter inputs are represented by dark -*? (positive inputs) and ?? (negative inputs) external to the
 networks. Parameter inputs are analogous to the driving functions commonly used in computer simulation models. The inputs
 represent the effect of the environment on a particular variable, which then causes other variables in the network to change.
 Model-directed change predictions or community effects appear next to each loop variable. Qualitative data-directed changes
 appear in parentheses when in conflict with model predictions.

 liminary report listings and basic statistics. The qual?
 itative statistics and directed change programs were
 written in FORTRAN V or 77 and they were also run
 on the CDC CYBER 170-730. The loop-correcting
 program and stability calculations were performed in
 Language C on a VAX-11 with a UNIX operating
 system (Berkeley version 4.1) (Joy et al. 1980). Com-
 pilation of loops, network properties, and micro-uni-

 verse calculations were performed in BASIC on an
 Apple III microcomputer.

 Results

 Loop models

 Loop analysis was used to model the plankton com?
 munity of Delaware Bay, one of the major coastal plain
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 estuaries in the eastern United States. Data were col?

 lected approximately monthly over an annual cycle in
 1974-1975.3 Twelve loop diagrams are shown in Fig.
 4; they are arranged in the chronological order of the
 field collections. The models depict a three-layered
 ecosystem structure with three major nutrient vari?
 ables, five groups of phytoplankton, and four groups
 of meso-zooplankton (copepods and cladocerans) as
 well as several miscellaneous and macro-zooplankton
 variables. The linkages for the 12 models are sum-
 marized in Table 2. The interactions in the loop dia?
 grams are mostly predator-prey and self-damping links;
 however, there are enough lateral links and one-way
 flows that these models cannot be considered to be

 simple food-chain or trophic-level models. There are
 nine possible types of linkages between any two vari?
 ables (o?O, <->, o->, ?-o, o?, ?o, <-, ^,orno link).
 On the average (in the row labelled Mean), there were
 130 possible pairs of variables, of which 103 had no
 link with each other. The hypothetical average diagram
 would also have ?13 predator-prey links, 10 self-
 damping links, and 5 one-way links. Parameter inputs
 are shown as darkened arrow- or circle-heads in Fig.
 4. Predicted changes are given next to each variable.

 In these models, there is a subcommunity of several
 types of small organisms, including A4, A5, O (Oiko-
 pleura sp.), and Z4 (cladocerans). The algal groups are
 usually directly connected to N, (nitrogen-phosphate
 ratio). The frequent presence of self-damping on O and
 Z4 indicates that predation is occurring by a predator
 omitted in the diagrams. Cannibalism could not ac?
 count for these particular self-damping links. Unfor-
 tunately, many smaller zooplankton species were not
 adequately sampled so that these predators cannot be
 identified. The predation of O and Z4 on small algal
 forms, especially naked flagellates, is well known. All
 attempts to place Oikopleura sp. (O) in other locations
 in the networks were unsuccessful. It appeared to feed
 upon A4 whenever this algal group was present. If A4
 was absent, then O consumed A5. On only one date
 did O and Z4 feed on the same algal food. They may
 be potential competitors that alleviate competition
 through resource allocation.

 Three nutrient pools were present in all diagrams
 and were always self-damped. N2 is a complex organic
 nitrogen pool that meets some unique nutritional re?
 quirements of the dinoflagellates not shared by the dia?
 toms. Numerous attempts to model inorganic nitrogen
 and phosphorus individually have not been successful.
 The phytoplankton species appear to be responding to
 the nitrogen-phosphate ratio (Nj) and not to the ab-
 solute amounts of these nutrients. Several species that
 occur in A3 may be auxotrophic in that they require

 3 Part B of ESA Supplementary Publication Service Doc-
 ument No. 8525 consists of 27 pages of supplementary ma?
 terial by P. A. Lane on the collection and preparation of
 marine data for loop modelling. See footnote 2 for informa?
 tion about ordering this document.

 Table 2. Summary of types of links* between each two vari?
 ables in the 12 loop diagrams in Fig. 4. Mean values for
 the diagrams are compared to the core structure.

 * o?O is a self-damping link, ?o and -* are one-way links,
 and o^ is a predator-prey link. There were no self-enhancing
 links (~).

 B12 or another vitamin for growth, whereas species in
 A! are probably autotrophic (Swift 1980). Although
 the relationship between luxury consumption and vi?
 tamin requirements is not well established, it may be
 that the species in A3 luxury-consume nutrients, es?
 pecially phosphorus, until vitamin concentrations are
 adequate to sustain a burst of growth, when they can
 use their stored nutrient supplies. During data prepa-
 ration,3 many phytoplankton species consistently sep?
 arated into these categories (A! and A3) for several
 marine environments (Lane and Collins 1985). This
 indicates some inherent physiological differences that
 are crucial for understanding the ecological dynamics
 of marine plankton communities.

 For the meso-zooplankton, Zi preferentially feeds
 on A3, whereas Z3 mostly consumes large flagellates.
 The interactions between the adult copepods (Zt and
 Z3) and their immature forms (Z2) change sign fre?
 quently; thus, links from Z2 to the rest of the network
 are termed volatile. This volatility is undoubtedly re?
 lated to the complicated life history of copepods, en-
 compassing 12 developmental stages, and to the sea?
 sonal succession of dominant species. The links are
 almost always one-way flows but the direction of effect
 is largely dependent upon whether or not reproduction
 (including growth and development) predominates over
 predation. Z3 is especially prone to macro-zooplankton
 predation by chaetognaths {Sagitta spp.), a variety of
 decapod larvae, and medusae. The self-damping of Z2
 and Z, are probably largely related to cannibalism,
 although Zx could be subject to predation from a pred?
 ator, such as fish larvae, omitted from the loop dia?
 grams. Z3 was self-damped only once, when its pred?
 ators were not present. Although each of the large
 predators was represented by a variable with more than
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 Table 3. (A) Summary of agreement of data-directed changes and loop predictions.* Loop models are diagrammed in Fig.
 4. (B) Summary of sign and location of parameter inputs (external environmental effects on the system) for the 12 models.

 Loop model

 10  11  12

 13 14 14 15
 12 13 13 15
 1110
 14 15 15 16

 B. Parameter input  -A,  +A,  -N,  +N2  -N,  -A4  -N2  +N,  +A2  + SI

 8 Scoring of predictions explained in Results: Loop Models.

 one species, the species within a variable appeared to
 have a functional coherence in their network relation?

 ships.
 Two other miscellaneous groups, the mollusc (M)

 larvae and the polychaete-cirriped (PC) larvae, oc?
 curred frequently in the loop diagrams. Usually both
 variables were self-damped; it is possible that the poly-
 chaetes were preying upon the cirripeds. Occasionally
 PC appeared to consume M, and both variables were
 predators on A,. PC also consumed immature cope?
 pods (Z2). M ingested dinoflagellates (A2) on five dates.

 No two of the loop diagrams were identical to each
 other. This is expected because they were fitted to dis-
 parate sets of directed changes.3 In several hundred
 loop diagrams, each of which involves a column of
 directed changes for each date, no two columns have
 been identical even over time scales much smaller than

 those used here. A simple calculation illustrates the
 reason: for 20 variables, each directed change can be
 +, ?, or 0, or the variable can be absent. Therefore,
 there are 420 or ?1.1 x 1012 possible patterns of di?
 rected change. Because of this large number, there is a

 CORE LOOP

 Fig. 5. Core network for Delaware Bay plankton com?
 munity. Numbers in parentheses within each variable's circle
 indicate number, out of 12 dates, that the variable was present
 in individual networks. The key to the variables is given in
 the legend to Fig. 4 and the types of links are explained in
 the Table 2 legend. Volatile links are shown as dotted lines.

 very low probability that a particular column of signs
 would repeat itself, especially in a small sample size of
 12 dates.

 The results of comparing loop predictions to the
 qualitative data (directed changes) are given in Table
 3. Usually there were one or two fewer predictions than
 variables in the diagram because of missing values for
 N2 and sometimes Z2. Of a total of 173 predictions
 that were possible for the 12 diagrams, 165 (94.8%)
 were correct. There were 9 incorrect predictions. There
 was not more than one wrong prediction per single
 loop diagram. A wrong prediction was recorded for
 complete disagreement in sign (+ vs. ? or ? vs. +)
 between predictions and data; a one-half wrong pre?
 diction was recorded for an ambiguous prediction when
 a prediction disagreed with the data and a zero was
 involved.

 The sign and location of each parameter input are
 listed in Table 3B. Ofthe 12 inputs, six entered nutrient
 variables (three+, three?) and six affected algal vari?
 ables (two + , four?). Generally, parameter inputs that
 enter above the nutrient level indicate that there is

 moderate enrichment in the environment. Algal pa?
 rameter inputs occurred throughout the July-August
 period, at the end of October, once in December, and
 once in early May. At these times the nitrogen-phos-
 phate ratio was low (?15-20). At the other times the
 higher nutrient ratios were coincident with parameter
 inputs to nutrient variables.

 Community structure and stability

 In Fig. 5, the core structure of the Delaware Bay
 plankton community is represented. This model is a
 summary network formed from the most prevalent
 linkages in the 12 individual models. Although a loop
 diagram for a single date can appear to have missing
 links, the core structure for an annual cycle represents
 the bulk of important relationships among the vari?
 ables. The volatile nature of the immature copepod
 links is shown by using dotted lines. Each link drawn
 with a dotted line was equally probable among the
 interactions summarized in the individual diagrams.
 Cirripeds (C) only occurred on two dates as a variable
 distinct from PC; they were not included in the core.
 Significant seasonal phenomena are also incorporated
 into the core. For example, cladocerans occurred on
 only half the dates, but can be an important part of
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 Table 4. Summary of the distribution of loops by level in all individual networks and the core. Loop models are diagrammed
 in Fig. 4.

 * Loop level (=length) refers to the number of variables included in a loop.

 the community when they are present. With the ex-
 ception of April 1975, they were not present in the
 colder period from December 1974 to early May 1975.

 In Table 4, the number of loops at each level up to
 level 8 is summarized for all of the loop diagrams as
 well as for the core network. No loops greater than
 level 8 occurred. The total number of loops and their
 weighted mean level are given. The average length of
 a loop ranged from 1.6 to 2.8 in the individual net?
 works. Numbers of loops ranged from 21 to 31 per
 network. This preponderance of short negative loops
 partially suggests that the second stability criterion was
 satisfied. This criterion requires that there cannot be
 too much negative feedback at higher levels as com?
 pared to lower ones because longer loops represent
 longer time lags (Levins 1973).

 A summary of the paths and loops in the diagrams
 appears in Table 5. The average model contained 368
 paths, of which 317 were valid, and 26 loops. The
 absolute value of the matrix determinant (| D \) for the
 models had a mean of 53, while the mean feedback
 Fn= ? 53. Fn is the determinant of the matrix of all of
 the variables in a network. Usually this determinant
 will have many positive and negative subproducts. Most
 networks appeared stable. The only network of ques-
 tionable stability was 2. Networks 3, 7, and 10 each
 had a small amount of positive feedback. All of the
 other models possessed only negative feedback, helping
 to satisfy the first stability criterion; this criterion re?
 quires that the feedback at each level be negative. Be?
 cause of the additional variables and linkages in the
 core network, there were more longer positive and neg?
 ative feedback loops for the core than for the individual
 networks. Fn of the core had 682 positive and 1178
 negative terms; thus, the composite model cannot be
 assumed to be stable without additional analysis.

 Measures of network properties are given in Table
 6, including the number of variables (nodes; N), the
 number of links (L), connectivity (B), and the average
 connectance (%C). Connectivity values ranged from
 2.43 to 3.16; percent connectance values ranged from

 14 to 18% over the 12 networks, with a mean value of
 17%.

 The value of the macro-universe for the Delaware

 Bay networks, considering that there are 18 variables,
 is 3324 or 3.9 x 10154 possible networks. There were
 3.7 x 1015 networks in the micro-universe. Many of
 these are undoubtedly not stable.

 Discussion

 By reference to the four aspects of the analogy of
 nature's kaleidoscope, the results for Delaware Bay can
 be interpreted in a broader framework.

 Symmetry

 In nature's kaleidoscope, symmetry involves the
 concept of the internal order of natural communities
 with a peripheral notion of invariance. The identifi-

 Table 5. Summary ofthe total number of paths, valid paths,*
 and valid complements,* and the absolute value of the
 determinant ofthe whole system (|D|). In each case the
 feedback ofthe whole system {Fn) equals - | D |. Loop models
 are diagrammed in Fig. 4.

 * A path complement is the community matrix minus the
 given path. It must be nonzero for the path to operate in the
 network. Nonzero feedbacks are termed valid complements;
 a path with a valid (i.e., nonzero) complement is termed a
 valid path.
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 Table 6. Measures of network properties. n = no. nodes or
 variables, %S = percent of self-damped variables, / = no
 interactions or links, B = connectivity, and %C = percent
 connectance. Loop models are diagrammed in Fig. 4.

 cation of symmetry with associated invariants and
 changes involves questions that are fundamental to
 many areas of science (Weinberg 1977). What is a sys?
 tem? Why do some parts stay the same? Why do some
 parts change? Symmetry has not been systematically
 explored in biological systems. Monod (1969) stressed
 the overall importance of symmetry when he wrote,
 "For without invariants, without order, without sym?
 metry, science would not only be dull; it would be
 impossible."

 Many ecologists have been reluctant to recognize the
 symmetry or internal order of natural communities.
 Community structure, however, is a consequence of
 the interaction among the parts; it cannot be deduced
 from the mere compilation of those parts. Intercon-
 nection in ecological systems is often ignored, yet it is
 an integral part of the internal order of these systems.
 Proponents of the individualistic school of community
 ecology have sometimes denied the existence of com-
 munity-level properties or invariants or even the need
 to look for them. At present, there are few rigorous
 community descriptors or whole-system properties for
 ecosystems and our whole-system methodologies are
 crude and undeveloped. Thus, it has been difficult to
 distinguish real patterns from reflections in nature's
 kaleidoscope and some observers may remain reluc?
 tant to do so.

 The core.?The plankton kaleidoscope based on
 taxonomic forms (Fig. 1) has been transformed to one
 based on loop structures (Fig. 6). Annual parameter
 inputs turn the outside of the viewing tube, and it
 rotates with shifting linkages throughout the year. With
 close examination, there is a faint remnant of the orig?
 inal geometric symmetry of Fig. 1 shown in the alter-
 nating linkages around the outside of the kaleidoscope
 tube in Fig. 6. The original eight-part geometric sym?
 metry has been mostly replaced, however, with internal
 order of a higher level, represented by the core loop
 structure in the center of the kaleidoscope.

 Each individual loop model is based on the smallest
 number of links and variables that would explain the
 observed data patterns for directed changes. Thus, the
 most important pathways are represented in the net?
 works. Other links causing ambiguity are not included.
 This does not mean that the excluded links are not

 present in nature but rather that their effects are prob?
 ably much weaker than those ofthe included links. The
 core structure for the Delaware Bay plankton com?
 munity can be considered a canonical form for the
 structure of marine plankton communities. The core
 essentially summarizes the individual loop diagrams
 that constitute a set of alternative descriptions for an
 ecosystem, and the core provides a framework for much
 associated biological and ecological theory.

 Marine loop models have been made for experi?
 mental systems (Marine Ecosystem Research Labo?
 ratory [MERL] mesocosms at the University of Rhode
 Island and the tower tank, part ofthe Dalhousie Aqua-
 tron Facility) and field communities (in Canada: Bed-
 ford Basin, Nova Scotia; St. Margaret's Bay, Nova Sco-
 tia; in the USA: Narragansett Bay; Long Island Sound;
 Delaware Bay) (Lane 1982, 1985, Lane and Collins
 1985; this study). All of these ecosystems possess sim?
 ilar core structures even though the data sets repre-
 senting them are of different types and they were mod-
 elled independently. This indicates that the core is

 Fig. 6. Loop model kaleidoscope for a plankton com?
 munity, with change incorporated into the symmetry depict-
 ing an annual cycle. Parameter inputs, which turn the viewing
 tube, are represented by dark ~ (positive inputs) and ^?
 (negative inputs). Most of the geometric symmetry of Fig. 1
 has been replaced with temporal symmetry captured by loop
 analysis. Abbreviations are defined in Fig. 4 legend.
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 robust and in some sense represents invariant aspects
 of the internal order or symmetry of marine plankton
 communities. The core structure may not be observed
 in nature; but it is a theoretical construct about which
 the alternative states are continuously rearranged. Once
 a core structure has been delineated it can be used for

 analyzing subsequent data sets for the same environ?
 ment. Usually only a few minor changes are needed in
 the core structure to explain most of these subsequent
 empirical observations. The core for Delaware Bay has
 ~60 feedback loops and 3200 pathways among all
 combinations of connected variables. Not all of these

 pathways were operative because many would not have
 valid complements. The overall feedback, Fn, has many
 positive terms. With that degree of positive feedback,
 the core, if stable, is not strongly so. In addition, almost
 all of the predictions of changes in standing crops of
 core variables are ambiguous. There are simultaneous
 positive and negative community effects between each
 pair of variables.

 Connectance. ? Not all interactions of components
 are equally probable; but it is not obvious what the
 constraints on the type of interaction are or even the
 average level of variable connectivity. What is the total
 set of interactions and hence of patterns like? Is it large
 or small? Can it be handled by an abacus, a calculator,
 the human mind, a large computer, or no known com-
 puting machine?

 The loop diagrams exhibited a mean level of con?
 nectance of ? 17% ofthe maximum number of possible
 interactions. Gardner and Ashby (1970), working with
 randomly generated networks, found connectance val?
 ues in a similar range for stable networks. They con?
 cluded that the critical level of connectance was 13%

 between almost certainly stable and almost certainly
 unstable networks. These authors had all off-diagonal
 elements assume values + 1 to ? 1 but did not include

 self-loops or diagonal elements in their calculation.
 Thus, their 13% value is close to the mean of 18%
 found here, for which all self terms were included.

 If the core is unstable, the reason may not be that it
 represents so many alternative stable states; rather these
 stable states may exist because the ecosystem cannot
 exist in its unstable core form. When people design and
 build machines, they reduce and constrain intercon-
 nection. If there is too high a degree of interconnection
 among the parts, a machine will not work. Perhaps
 ecosystems have evolved bounds on interconnection
 or connectance so that only a constrained degree of
 strong interactions exists at a particular instant (May
 1973).

 The configuration of the loop models relates to the
 feedback relationships ofthe overall network structure.
 Each loop represents a time lag and thus embodies a
 temporal dimension. Loop diagrams essentially extract
 a set of temporal relationships (especially those of pred?
 ator-prey pairs) from the myriad of potential ones op?
 erative in an aquatic ecosystem. Not all of these rela-

 tionships, however, involve substantial energy flows.
 Symmetry or internal order arises from the interplay
 of these temporal relationships. Biomass is appor-
 tioned in the community by virtue of aggregating species
 and nutrients into loop variables. In one sense, con?
 nectance is a set of temporal relationships among a set
 of biomasses. Constraints on the symmetry of these
 ecosystems may result more from temporal patterns
 than through solely energetic restraints. Although in-
 herent in the notion of energy transfer is a temporal
 dimension, these energetic restraints do not uniquely
 determine the temporal patterns in a community. It is
 interesting that the published range for ecological ef?
 ficiency, which is defined as the ratio of assimilation
 values for two adjacent trophic levels, is close to the
 range of maximum connectance required by stability
 considerations. Perhaps this result has more signifi?
 cance than a happy coincidence. This similarity re?
 quires further examination, however, since connect?
 ance can be expressed by several formulations. J. A.
 Wright and P. A. Lane (personal observation) describe
 four basic types of connectance-connectivity measures
 with associated scaling factors.

 In time, perhaps, it will be possible to express the
 internal order of natural communities in terms of sym?
 metry principles with corresponding conservation laws
 like those used in physics. One of the current theories
 in aquatic ecology is the size-spectrum theory (Sheldon
 and Kerr 1972). It holds promise for identifying whole-
 system properties. The size spectrum has been deter?
 mined to be a flat curve in a plot of particle concen?
 tration (biomass) vs. the logarithm of size over several
 trophic levels. Some curves have been empirically ver-
 ified and are intimately related to predator-prey inter?
 actions. Biomass (and the energy it implies per size
 class) appears to be a conserved factor. Perhaps size
 spectrum theory incorporates a conservation principle
 for the symmetry found by using loop analysis.

 Symmetry also relates to the notion of emergent
 properties and the choice of scale. There are emergent
 properties on all temporal-spatial scales. In a deter-
 ministic model with autonomous equations, a single
 variable can only give equilibrium or explosion. With
 two variables one can get limit cycles, and with three
 variables, chaos. Thus, it doesn't make sense to say
 that chaos was sitting in one variable and was only
 brought out when two more were added. If a predator
 that ate prey was not otherwise affected by the prey,
 the prey population might disappear. If prey increased
 the number of predators but were not affected by them,
 the predator population would increase indefinitely. It
 is the interrelationship between the predator and prey,
 represented by the negative feedback loop, that pro?
 duces oscillation. There is always individual choice for
 a human observer as to the scale of the system to focus
 on, but each choice constrains other system properties
 because of consistency. The predator-prey oscillation
 can be represented by a simple equation, but if you
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 look only at the prey, the predator becomes an external
 input, varying for reasons that are unknown. One can
 still track the response of prey to a varying predator
 and get a sufficient explanation ofthe subsystem; how?
 ever, expanding to include the predator means that the
 input is less arbitrary.

 Consider a large bay and a population of molluscs
 on a rock, or crustaceans in a tide pool. If we choose
 an individual rock or tide pool as a community, these
 animals are not self-reproducing; pelagic larvae enter
 from outside the system and the variable in question
 is self-damped, with the rate of input as an external
 parameter. If we now take the whole bay, the popu?
 lation is self-reproducing and the self-damping of the
 variable disappears. The makeup of the total popula?
 tion, which was an arbitrary parameter from the point
 of view of a local community, is now determined from
 within the system. So, yes, the observer has freedom
 of choice of the scope of the system, but must then
 model in a way consistent with that choice. The emer-
 gent properties related to autonomous oscillations arise
 only when both predator and prey are included, since
 there are no surprises about a variable oscillating in
 response to an oscillating input. In general, dynamic
 properties will be more accounted for as intrinsic in
 larger rather than smaller systems. In small systems,
 however, they are accepted as given and their conse?
 quences are traced.

 Change

 Change is ubiquitous in nature. As in nature, it is
 difficult to reconcile those things that change and those
 things that are constant in a set of loop networks. The
 core structure has a sort of robust reality over many
 coastal marine ecosystems that is not the result of sleight
 of hand or a trick of kaleidoscope mirrors. Yet the core
 is an abstraction. Since it is a compilation of several
 instants in the annual cycle of a plankton community,
 it integrates change into the symmetry. It captures fleet-
 ing images of community behavior throughout an an?
 nual cycle; however, the biology is constrained: his-
 torically, evolutionarily, behaviorally, physiologically,
 morphologically, and energetically. Now that the core
 has been identified, these constraints need to be elu-
 cidated. Some ofthe changes may even be selected for,
 for example, the volatile interactions between imma-
 ture (Z2, see Fig. 4) and adult (Z1? Z3) copepods. Wheth?
 er by chance or design, these links serve to suppress
 many long loops in marine ecosystems, loops that could
 be destabilizing. Interpreting the biological nature of a
 particular link in relation to whole-system properties
 via loop diagrams offers some exciting research pos-
 sibilities and gives a theoretical framework to assess
 the ecological ramifications of particular links and vari?
 ables.

 Change is intimately associated with stability but
 they are not mutually exclusive concepts. For example,
 the stable age distribution concept in population ecol-

 ogy involves changing numbers of individuals in each
 age class from one generation to another, yet the pro-
 portions of individuals per age class remain constant.
 Levins (1975) uses the metaphor of moving equilib?
 rium for loop models; the system is always changing,
 but its parameters are moving slowly enough that the
 system returns to its steady-state trajectory after per?
 turbation. Thus, the steady-state values are not con?
 stant. Stability is not so much a property of an eco?
 system as a relative statement about its state in regard
 to its environment. It is still an open question whether
 or not marine plankton communities have a steady-
 state nature. In addition, loop analysis includes math-
 ematical constraints (for example, feedback sign, com?
 plement formation) on the structure of its models,
 constraints that affect stability calculations. It is yet to
 be proven whether or not these mathematical con?
 straints realistically represent biological ones. The pos?
 sibility of mathematical artifacts always exists, espe?
 cially with a new theoretical methodology.

 Perturbation

 Perturbation is related to the node of entry and the
 sign of the parameter inputs. These inputs were not
 selected arbitrarily in the Delaware Bay analysis. Large
 numbers of potential inputs did not work in fitting the
 networks to the data set. The patterns of directed
 changes are such that the choice of parameter input is
 greatly constrained. This is not to say that the param?
 eter inputs selected here are unique, the most biolog-
 ically realistic, or the optimal ones. At present, the
 models are fitted by hand and it is impossible to ex-
 haust all possibilities.

 I can, however, make some general observations
 about how perturbations affect marine ecosystems. In
 several marine and freshwater communities, 85% of
 all perturbations enter the bottom of the trophic hi-
 erarchy. This is interesting in that there has been long-
 standing controversy in aquatic ecology between propo-
 nents espousing nutrient limitation and those espousing
 predation control. The logic of their justifications is
 reminiscent of the limiting factor controversy (Likens
 1972, Lane and Levins 1977). Actually both groups
 are right and both are wrong. Most perturbations enter
 through nutrients but most of the structure of the net?
 work comes from predator-prey interactions. The an-
 tagonists have been arguing about two different aspects
 (the driving forces and the links) of a single entity, the
 aquatic ecosystem. Both groups are wrong in that nei-
 ther a driving force nor a link "controls" the total
 network. The manifestation of a parameter input arises
 because of interconnection within the total structure

 and its sensitivity to environmental variation.
 When nitrogen/phosphorus ratios were high, there

 were more parameter inputs to nutrient variables with
 the exception of November 1974. For half of the annual
 cycle, these ratios were uncharacteristically high com?
 pared to other Atlantic coastal environments (Maurer
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 et al. 1978). At lower N/P ratios, variables higher in
 the trophic hierarchy exhibited increased sensitivity to
 environmental variation. The biological mechanisms
 for input sensitivity are unknown. To date, most ofthe
 marine loop models have involved nutrient-enriched
 ecosystems in both field and laboratory. With strong
 enrichment, such as in the current experiment at MERL
 at the University of Rhode Island, parameters enter
 increasingly higher in the trophic hierarchy over an
 increasing trophic gradient; however, the N/P ratios
 remain characteristic at ?10-20. I have not had an

 opportunity to study other types of marine perturba-
 tions (for example, oil pollution), which would prob?
 ably exhibit different parameter inputs to the plankton
 network. Some inputs can lead to structural changes
 in the networks. For example, in lakes undergoing acid
 precipitation stresses, there is a definitive reduction in
 diversity, and there are other structural alterations (Lane
 1985, Lane and Blouin 1985). The variables associated
 with nutrients are also more diverse and volatile in
 freshwater models than in marine ones.

 In many sets of loop models, the signs and locations
 of parameter inputs often change from one date to the
 next without any clear pattern. My resolving power is
 not sufficiently developed to identify the underlying
 causes for these shifts. It may be simply the pattern of
 environmental variability or there may be inherent
 network consequences for particular variables that
 either buffer or sensitize them to environmental vari?

 ation at different times of the year. The only network
 property firmly identified is associated with satellite
 variables. They have only one input and one output
 with another variable and they buffer that variable from
 environmental change. As more measures of network
 properties are developed, perhaps other structural fea?
 tures will help explain the shifts in parameter input.
 Patten et al. (1976) said that cause and effect arise
 every where in ecosystems. To solve many types of im?
 pact assessment problems, it will be necessary to de?
 velop a better theoretical understanding of the shifts
 in parameter inputs and their relation to cause and
 effect in network structure.

 Observing mode

 Observing mode includes not only the observer (in?
 trinsic models or intuition) but whatever tools (extrin?
 sic models) the observer uses to make observations. A
 brief comparison of Figs. 1 and 6 will emphasize the
 different observations that arise from different observ?

 ing modes. The observer interacts with the systems he
 describes. Science is not the great objective activity we
 claim it is; and to some extent we all participate in this
 deceit. I have used loop analysis here as a tool for
 observing natural communities and making some
 statements about them. The way loop analysis is used
 is not automatic; it is not like pushing a button on an
 autoanalyzer and having nutrient concentrations read
 out on a microprocessor. I used biological intuition at

 several steps in the analysis. This is true of all types of
 ecosystem modelling and is not unique to loop analysis.
 My intuition consists of my set of intrinsic models
 about how nature works. These models are my own
 property; sometimes they change and some are shared
 with other investigators, but my set is not identical to
 anyone else's set. This applies to all observers and
 precludes the absolute objectivity of science.

 There is always the possibility that my biological
 intuition has totally failed me, and that the kaleido?
 scope I am peering into is more like a random number
 generator than an instrument for discerning "beautiful
 forms" in natural communities. Other workers have

 commented on the large number of possible existing
 networks. For example, May (1973) conducted a com-
 puter study of stability and complexity in randomly -
 generated ecological networks; he found there were
 googols (10100) of biologically reasonable systems. Law-
 lor (1978) demonstrated that for 40 species there would
 be 10764 networks of which 10500 would be biologically
 reasonable. They would be so sparse that random sam?
 pling would never find any of them. He further esti?
 mated that for a 20-species network, there is a 95%
 expectation of never encountering an actual ecological
 system in 10 yr if one million hypothetical networks
 per second were generated by computer. Thus, there
 is less than one chance in a googol of constructing an
 ecosystem with a random number generator. An aquat?
 ic environment can possess 1000 species. Thus, in the
 sense of Lawlor (1978) the networks in the water may
 exceed the number of sand grains on the beaches. Ob-
 viously, the number of possible networks is much
 greater than that which could be systematically studied
 and/or experimentally verified.

 Loop analysis, as an observing mode, provides a
 convenient way for examining potential networks and
 discarding unstable ones. At present, however, a given
 loop diagram cannot be deemed the best or the only
 one to fit a set of predictions, since the sizes of the loop
 universes are also very large. I am not yet able to specify
 the meso-universe precisely. The meso-universe is
 reachable through working simultaneously from a re-
 vised micro-universe and a macro-universe. The mi-

 cro-universe (Ml) needs to be made smaller by weight-
 ing variables and linkages by their probability of
 occurrence. All of the networks in this new set (termed
 Ml**) would need to be checked for data agreement
 with loop predictions. If the resulting number of agree-
 able networks is manageable, then the meso-universe
 can be reached by systematically improving Ml** with
 biological intuition and testing for data agreement.
 Likewise, the macro-universe can be shrunk to include
 only those networks that are stable and for which bi?
 ological linkages have been previously observed in na?
 ture. This gives an outer bound to the calculation. Un-
 doubtedly, some other conditions, such as mean
 connectance, will have to be employed. For example,
 the Delaware Bay Ml involves all 18 variables in the
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 core structure even though there was a mean of only
 15.6 variables per individual diagram. The addition of
 two or three variables can greatly expand a universe
 set.

 In much ofthe modelling effort to date for all aquatic
 ecosystems, agreement of the model predictions with
 empirical observation has ranged between 85 and 97%
 (P. A. Lane, personal observation). Until the universe
 problem is systematically explored, however, one can?
 not be satisfied with even 97% agreement. It must be
 known whether or not other networks would give a
 similar or better agreement percentage. This is termed
 the uniqueness problem. In developing hundreds of
 loop models, I have found that as agreement reaches
 the 90% level, it is difficult to make major changes in
 the model and obtain a level of satisfactory agreement
 consistent with biological reality. Note that as the num?
 ber of variables increases, the percentage of networks
 having a desired row of predictions decreases dramati-
 cally: with 2 variables, 11%; 3 variables, 4%; 4 vari?
 ables, 0.01%; and 10 variables, 0.0017%.

 Ecologists often complain ofthe great complexity at
 the ecosystem level, which they feel frustrates their
 efforts to identify patterns and interactions within the
 systems they observe. Rosen (1977), however, states
 that complexity is not an inherent property of a system,
 but rather a consequence of the number of ways ob?
 servers can interact with it, producing multiple de-
 scriptions. Thus, an observer's recognition of sym?
 metry, change of state, and stability under perturbation
 are contingent on the particular state description being
 used. Loop analysis provides a unique view of nature.
 A systems analyst using computer simulation or a bio-
 statistician performing principal components analysis
 would undoubtedly see different community patterns
 by peering into nature's kaleidoscope. None of these
 descriptions is wrong, but each contains a different type
 of information.

 When I was a child, kaleidoscopes were my favorite
 toys; I had a whole collection of them. I spent hours
 studying the patterns and alternately trying to find new
 and then repetitive ones. I was convinced that the com?
 plexity in the patterns must be related to the complexity
 of the machine. My curiosity so overcame me that I
 risked a parental reprimand and completely disassem-
 bled one of my precious possessions. I can remember
 being very disappointed at the collection of simple ob?
 jects that fell onto the table as I took the instrument
 apart. How could a few bits of glass, some fragments
 of mirror, and a cardboard tube produce such a won-
 drous array of images? I was never able to fit the sorry
 pile of pieces together. Regardless ofthe observing mode
 employed, reductionism, which in the extreme is anal-
 ogous to dismantling nature's kaleidoscope, precludes
 the delineation of symmetry, change, and perturbation
 at the community level. Meaningful theory cannot be
 developed if ecologists are equipped only with some
 bits of glass, mirror fragments, and a broken cardboard
 tube.
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